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FRAME SYSTEM
• More structured the system is, more likely it is to be termed as a frame system
• A frame is a collection of attributes (called slots) and associated values that describe some entities in the world

• Sometimes a frame describes an entity in some absolute sense
• A single frame taken alone is rarely useful
• we build frame systems out of collections of frames that are connected to each other by virtue of the fact that the

value of an attribute of one frame may be another frame

FRAMES AS SETS AND INSTANCES
• The set theory is a good basis for understanding frame
systems
• Each frame represents either a class (a set) or an instance
(an element of class)
• Both isa and instance relations have inverse attributes,
which we call subclasses & all instances.
• As a class represents a set, there are 2 kinds of attributes
that can be associated with it.
• 1. Its own attributes &
• 2. Attributes that are to be inherited by each element
of the set.

• Sometimes, the difference between a set and an individual instance may not be clear.

• Example: Team India is an instance of the class of Cricket Teams and can also think of as the set of players.
• Now the problem is if we present Team India as a subclass of Cricket teams, then Indian players automatically become
part of all the teams, which is not true.
• So, we can make Team India a subclass of class called Cricket Players.
• To do this we need to differentiate between regular classes and meta-classes.
• Regular Classes are those whose elements are individual entities whereas

• Meta-classes are those special classes whose elements are themselves, classes.
• The most basic meta-class is the class CLASS.
• It represents the set of all classes.
• All classes are instances of it, either directly or through one of its subclasses.

• The class CLASS introduces the attribute cardinality, which is to be inherited by all instances of CLASS. Cardinality
stands for the number.

OTHER WAYS OF RELATING
CLASSES TO EACH OTHER
• We have discussed that a class1 can be a subset of class2.
• If Class2 is a meta-class, then Class1 can be an instance of Class2.
• Another way is the mutually-disjoint-with relationship, which relates a class to one or more other classes that is
guaranteed to have no elements in common with it.
• Another one is, is-covered-by which relates a class to a set of subclasses, the union of which is equal to it.

• If a class is-covered-by a set S of mutually disjoint classes, then S called a partition of the class.

mutually-disjoint-with

is-covered-by

SLOTS AS FULL FLEDGED
OBJECTS (FRAMES)
• Till now we have used attributes as slots, but now we will represent attributes explicitly and describe their properties.
• Some of the properties we would like to be able to represent and use in reasoning include:
• The class to which the attribute can attach.
• Constraints on either the type or the value of the attribute.
• A default value for the attribute and rules for inheriting values for the attribute.

• To be able to represent these attributes of attributes, we need to describe attributes (slots) as frames.
• These frames will organize into an isa hierarchy, just as any other frames, and that hierarchy can then used to support
inheritance of values for attributes of slots.
• Now let us formalize what is a slot. A slot here is a relation.
• It maps from elements of its domain (the classes for which it makes sense) to elements of its range (its possible values).

• A relation is a set of ordered pairs.

• Thus it makes sense to say that relation R1 is a subset of another relation R2.
• In that case, R1 is a specialization of R2. Since a slot is a set, the set of all slots, which we will call SLOT, is a meta-class.
• Its instances are slots, which may have sub-slots.

FRAME EXAMPLE

• The frames Pee-Wee-Reese and Brooklyn-Dodgers are instances. The isa relation that we have been using without a precise
definition is, in fact, the subset relation. The set of adult males is a subset of the set of people. The set of major league baseball
players subset of the set of adult males, and so forth.
• Our instance relation corresponds to the relation element-of Pee Wee Reese is an element of the set of fielders. Thus he is also
an element of all of the supersets of fielders, including major league baseball players and people. The transitivity of isa follows
directly from the transitivity of the subset relation.
• Both the isa and instance relations have inverse attributes, which we call subclasses and all instances. Because a class
represents a set, there are two kinds of attributes that can associate with it.
• Some attributes are about the set itself, and some attributes are to inherited by each element of the set. We indicate the
difference between these two by prefixing the latter with an asterisk (*).
• For example, consider the class ML-Baseball-Player, we have shown only two properties of it as a set: It a subset of the set of
adult males. And it has cardinality 624.
• We have listed five properties that all major league baseball players have (height, bats, batting average, team, and uniformcolor), and we have specified default values for the first three of them. By providing both kinds of slots, we allow both classes to
define a set of objects and to describe a prototypical object of the set.
• Frames are useful for representing objects. Eg. structure of complex physical objects, visual scenes, etc.
• A commonsense knowledge can represent using default values if no other value exists. Commonsense is generally used in the
absence of specific knowledge.

INTRODUCTION TO SEMANTIC NETS
A semantic network
a classic AI representation technique used for propositional information

a propositional net
A proposition
a statement that is either true or false
A semantic net
a labeled, directed graph
The structure of a semantic net is shown graphically in terms of nodes and the arcs connecting them.
Nodes are sometimes referred to as objects

arcs as links or edges
The links are used to express relationships
Nodes are to represent physical objects, concepts, or situation

• Two types of commonly used links are
•
•

IS-A, and
A-KIND-OF

• IS-A means "is an instance of' and refers to a specific member of a class
A class is related to the mathematical concept of a set in that it refers to a
group of objects
•
For example, {3, eggs, blue, tires, art}
•

The link AKO is used here to relate one class to another
•

AKO relates generic nodes to generic nodes while the IS-A relates an
instance or individual to a generic class

•

The more general class that an AKO arrow points to is called a superclass

•

AKO points from a subclass to a class

The objects in a class have one or more attributes in common
•

Each attribute has a value

•

The combination of attribute and value is a property

•

For example, a blimp has attributes of size, weight, shape, and color. The
value of the shape attribute is ellipsoidal

Semantic nets have limitations
such as the lack of link name standard

In AI, the term schema (plural schemas or schemata) is used to describe a more complex
knowledge structure than the semantic net
For example, the acts of eating and drinking are pleasurable sensorimotor schemata that
involve coordinating information from the senses with the required motor (muscle)
movements to eat and drink
Another type of schema is the concept schema by which we represent concepts.
For example,
we all have stereotypes in our minds of concepts
a stereotype of an animal might be a dog to many people

A conceptual schema is an abstraction in which specific objects are
classified by their general properties
The conceptual schema of a real apple will include general properties of apples
such as sizes, colors. tastes, uses, and so forth

Schemas have internal structure to their nodes while semantic nets do not

